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+385919536177,+38521697185 - https://hotel-marcopolo.com/en/wine-restaurant/

Here you can find the menu of Nicolo Polo Restaurant Vine Bar in Gradac. At the moment, there are 17 meals
and drinks on the menu. You can inquire about seasonal or weekly deals via phone. What Food Jury likes about

Nicolo Polo Restaurant Vine Bar:
Delicious food, the best Michelin recommendation where I ate. probably coming again! Service: Dine in Meal
type: Lunch Price per person: kn 300–350 Food: 5 Service: 5 Atmosphere: 5 read more. The restaurant offers

complimentary WLAN for its visitors, Depending on the weather conditions, you can also sit outside and be
served. The premises on site are accessible, and therefore no problem for clientele with wheelchairs or

physiological limitations. What Ornela Bandic doesn't like about Nicolo Polo Restaurant Vine Bar:
Adults only? Fine, but waiter’s arrogance towards parents with kids is simply worth worst possible review ever

Never felt so diminished like tonight asking for a table (and traveled around the world with kids). 1 grade from me
for the attitude know it is difficult to find good personnel, but still all other restaurants in Gradac manage.

Goodbye from me forever read more. At Nicolo Polo Restaurant Vine Bar from Gradac you have the opportunity
to enjoy delicious vegetarian menus, in which no trace of animal meat or fish was used, for breakfast they

serve a varied breakfast here. There are also exquisite dishes available, typical for Europe, You can take a break
at the bar with a cool beer or other alcoholic and non-alcoholic drinks.
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Ric�
RISOTTO

Desser�
TARTUFO

Coffe�
CAFÉ

Drink�
DRINKS

Restauran� Categor�
VEGAN

MEDITERRANEAN

�es� t�e� of dishe� ar�
bein� serve�
FISH

SOUP

PASTA

SALAD

SPAGHETTI

Ingredient� Use�
TUNA

PESTO

BEEF

SEAFOOD

MEAT

PORK MEAT
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